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AbstractAbstract

TheThe resultsresults ofof sleepingsleeping monitoringmonitoring experimentsexperimentsTheThe resultsresults ofof sleepingsleeping monitoringmonitoring experimentsexperiments
areare presentedpresented.. TheThe multifrequencymultifrequency radarradar withwith signalsignal
stepstep modulationmodulation isis appliedapplied.. BreathBreath andand pulsepulse
oscillogramsoscillograms areare givengiven.. TheThe influenceinfluence ofof somesome movingmoving
artifactsartifacts (features)(features) isis shownshown.. SleepingSleeping inin calmcalm andand
stressfulstressful conditionsconditions isis comparedcompared..
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BioBio--radiolocationradiolocation
The detection and diagnostic monitoring of

humans (even behind opaque obstacles) by means of
d (RAdi D i A d R i )radar (RAdio Detection And Ranging)

can be called bio-radiolocation.

Physical background of the methodPhysical background of the method

Electromagnetic signals coming from a radar are able to
i fi i iff iprobe the human body. There is a definite difference in

dielectric properties of a heart muscle and blood, air and
chest, chest and lungs. What is more the magnitudes of
permittivity and conductivity of the concrete tissue also
depend on the range of frequency they are being probed. So
the reflection of radio frequency energy can be found.

Doppler effect takes place Probing signal reflectingDoppler effect takes place. Probing signal reflecting
from the moving boundary changes its phase. The inflection
of the phase is measured by means of radio interferometer.
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Possible applicationsPossible applications
of bioof bio--radiolocationradiolocation

DetectionDetection ofof livelive personspersons underunder debrisdebris
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DetectionDetection ofof peoplepeople inside inside buildingsbuildings
duringduring antiterrorist operationsantiterrorist operations

Security systems of remote diagnosticsSecurity systems of remote diagnostics
of people in important objectsof people in important objects
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Remote lieRemote lie--detectordetector

Latent detection of  Latent detection of  psychopsycho--emotionalemotional
state of participants of negotiationsstate of participants of negotiations
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Distinguishing wounded menDistinguishing wounded men
from dead ones on a battlefieldfrom dead ones on a battlefield

Potential areas of bioPotential areas of bio--radiolocation radiolocation 
applications in applications in medicine:medicine:

• somnology, patient monitoring during sleeping with
the purpose of detecting sleep dysfunctions;the purpose of detecting sleep dysfunctions;

• cardioreanimation, when application of contact
sensors is difficult or impossible;

• patient heart rate and respiration monitoring when
application of contact sensors is difficult or impossible, e.g.
monitoring of burnt patients;

• fetal monitoring without application of ultrasound
sensors which require a direct contact with the mother;sensors which require a direct contact with the mother;

• non-contact evaluation of the psycho-emotional
human condition, e.g. the emotional condition of critical
machinery operators;

• space medicine and remote monitoring of astronaut
activity…
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Intensive care unitsIntensive care units

AsAs thethe electromagneticelectromagnetic signalsignal isis notnot practicallypractically
influencedinfluenced byby clothesclothes oror blanketsblankets andand thethe usefuluseful rangerange isis inin
thethe orderorder ofof aa fefe metersmeters aa thro ghthro gh clothingclothing heartheart rateratethethe orderorder ofof aa fewfew meters,meters, aa throughthrough--clothingclothing heartheart raterate
monitormonitor onon thethe basebase ofof biobio--radarradar cabcab bebe utilizedutilized..

Fetal monitoring systemsFetal monitoring systems

Bio-radar signal contains data about maternal heart 
rate, maternal breath rate, fetal heart rate, fetal movements , , ,
and uterine contractions as well.
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Space medicine Space medicine 

Monitoring of astronauts movements inside and outside
the spacecraft, and remote monitoring of their health.

Design Design of bioof bio--radarradar

The bio-radar design has 16 operating frequencies in range of 3.6-4.0 GHz.
The radar can measure the distance to a person under investigation and has 

improved abilities to filter noise and background reflections.
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Breathing and pulse patternsBreathing and pulse patterns
Signal Frequency Spectrum

Breath and pulse oscillogram of the examinee at rest

Pulse oscillogram of the examinee while holding of breath

Sleeping and staying awakeSleeping and staying awake

There is a noticeable difference in receiving signal while sleeping
and staying awake. When falling asleep, the amplitude becomes lower.
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Troubled sleepingTroubled sleeping
When moving, the frequency is lower than average one at periodic

breathing. It can be explained in the way that moving components appear
in low parts of the spectrum.
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Sleeping in calm and stressful conditionsSleeping in calm and stressful conditions
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ConclusionsConclusions
• The method of Bio-radiolocation, applied in sleeping

monitoring, turned out to be a representative mean affording
to detect moving of the patient while sleeping and observe
b th d l ttbreath and pulse patterns.

• Breathing rate is supposed to be an objective
parameter, reflecting sleeping dysfunction as well as the state
of staying asleep and awake.

• The periods of troubled sleeping can be pointed out
by the high amount of moving artifacts (features).

• Moving components appear in low parts of theMoving components appear in low parts of the
frequency spectrum.

• To discern such artifacts as cough, sneezing and
overturn more detailed data processing should be done.
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